
MPHASIS  
CLOUD SERVICES
Go Cloud Native - Untether and Accelerate on PaaS

Applications, Business Process Services and  
Digital Technology Operation 



Are you looking for expert support in leveraging the Cloud for unique strategies to deliver a value-driven portfolio of 
Cloud native experiences?

Mphasis understands both the art and science of delivering value on the Cloud. We offer an end-to-end suite  
of Cloud service packages to drive scalable Hybrid Cloud management platforms for holistic transformation  
on the Pivotal Cloud Foundry.

The right-sized PaaS modernization on Pivotal Cloud Foundry (PCF) 

Do you have a large portfolio of applications that you are looking to modernize?

We apply lean value streaming strategies to transform large legacy application portfolios into modern Cloud native 
portfolios on PCF. With right-sized, strategic and smart migrations on PCF, we enable faster time to market for the 
crucial competitive edge.

Mphasis Strategic Portfolio Architecture (SPA) - Faster Time to Value on PCF PaaS

Do you feel you have started late in the Cloud journey and looking to overtake competition?

We accelerate Cloud adoption and enable the right differentiation in the fastest time. Our accelerator package  
on PCF can speed PaaS adoption, achieve standardization, bring developers on-board faster and accelerate 
‘time-to-value’.

Customer Reliability Engineering Program on PCF – Reduce toil and improve transactional 
guarantee on Hybrid Cloud

Do you feel you cannot afford to linearly scale your support teams based on the demand curve?

As you become Cloud native on PCF PaaS and deliver personalized products and services, you need the right 
strategies and capabilities for effective client monitoring.

Our Enterprise Architecture team collaborates with strategic partners to help you define and run a lean transaction 
monitoring and client reliability programs on PCF-run Hybrid Cloud.

‘Zero-$’ transformation to Cloud 

Do you need a faster way to lower costs today, while protecting your future path to becoming Cloud native?

With our self-funded migration path on PCF, we not only lower costs but also move clients on strategic paths to 
Cloud native maturity on PCF.

Mphasis Strategic Portfolio Architecture (SPA)

Your enterprise Cloud Native accelerator

The Experience

Our Framework

The Foundation

• Abstract PaaS Dev complexities

• Faster PaaS portfolio adoption

• Highly scalable framework

• Accelerator formation templates

• Pre-wired best-of-breed tech stack

APPS

PCF

IaaS

SPA



Success Stories

Driving faster and differentiated innovations 
for a global top tier logistics provider.

As the client’s strategic PCF PaaS innovation partner our solution enabled 
them to provide customized and same day intra-city delivery to their 
customers with real-time tracking.

The solution features included:

The client experienced the bene�ts of accelerated speed-to-market 
through DevOps, consistent and contiguous user experience across 
multiple channels, faster on-boarding of retailers, and a scalable 
architecture to support a large customer base.

Uni�ed experience across mobile 
and web platforms

Integration of retail partners 
through APIs 

Email, SMS noti�cations and 
visual tracking 

Cloud (Pivotal) based 
Micro services architecture

‘Hold At Location’ (HAL) to empower customers 
to choose �exible delivery options

Integration with third-party logistics for 
Shipping and Operations services

Highlights:

Solution Delivered in 4 months, 
from a typical 12-month cycle

Business Benefits

Our rapid cloud native development factory approach in rolling out mission critical and Next Gen  
applications on PCF provides the following benefits:

•   Rapid product roll outs 

•   Faster and differentiated innovations 

•   Reduction of application development time by more than 50%

•   Infrastructure provisioning time improvement by 60%

•   Built-in scalability, speed and fungibility
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USA
460 Park Avenue South
Suite #1101
New York, NY 10016, USA
Tel.: +1 212 686 6655

INDIA
Bagmane World Technology Center
Marathahalli Ring Road
Doddanakundhi Village
Mahadevapura
Bangalore 560 048, India
Tel.: +91 80 3352 5000

UK
88 Wood Street
London EC2V 7RS, UK
Tel.: +44 20 8528 1000

For more information, contact: marketinginfo@mphasis.com

About Mphasis
Mphasis (BSE: 526299; NSE: MPHASIS) applies next-generation technology to help enterprises transform businesses globally. Customer 
centricity is foundational to Mphasis and is reflected in the Mphasis’ Front2Back™ Transformation approach. Front2Back™ uses the exponential 
power of cloud and cognitive to provide hyper-personalized (C = X2C2

TM   = 1) digital experience to clients and their end customers. Mphasis’ 
Service Transformation approach helps ‘shrink the core’ through the application of digital technologies across legacy environments within an 
enterprise, enabling businesses to stay ahead in a changing world. Mphasis’ core reference architectures and tools, speed and innovation with 
domain expertise and specialization are key to building strong relationships with marquee clients. To know more, please visit www.mphasis.com


